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Iconographic sources to understand and tell the history of cities



The self-critical examination



The pitfalls of researching urban iconographic sources



Search results in BAnQ
Numérique

More than 60,000 
iconographic documents 
identifiable with the 
term Montreal



Moving administrative boundaries

Montréal en 1903 Montréal en 2022



Filter the results with the “place represented” index

Includes more circumscribed geographical entities, such as the name of a 
park, a district, a square, a street, etc.



Geographical entities that are better defined, but which sometimes remain 
vast: Sherbrooke Street, for example, is more than 30 km long…



Emblematic places vs unknown places, often more difficult to locate via a 
classic catalog

Théâtre et cinéma Parisiana sur la rue Sainte-Catherine, 1908

Basilique Notre-Dame sur la rue Notre-Dame



Geolocalisation

o Origins at the time of ancient Greece
o The dazzling developments of the last 20 years



Work hypothesis

● To make the search for urban iconographic sources more efficient, 
geolocation is a promising avenue, offering a useful and intuitive 
access key to all types of researchers.



The good news

● Recent modification to MARC 21 cataloging standards:
● it is now possible to save geographic coordinates for any type of 

resource.



The main problem

● The virtual absence of detailed geographic metadata



L’Arpenteur / Bibliothèque nationale de France



L’Arpenteur / Bibliothèque nationale de France



OldNYC / New York Public Library



Chronoscope





SCHEMA Platform

Made available to BAnQ by the Montreal History and 
Heritage Laboratory



Édouard-Zotique Massicotte (1867-1947)

● Historian
● Archivist
● Librarian
● Collector



o Contains over 6000 Montreal images

o Listed by street names

o Collection sold to the Saint-Sulpice Library in 1915 for $100, for fear of 
losing it in a fire

o Now kept at the National Archives in Montreal

The collection

THE BEST REPRESENTED STREETS
Rue Notre-Dame (598)
Rue Sainte-Catherine (432)
Rue Saint-Jacques (391)
Rue Sherbrooke (280)
Rue Dorchester (175)
Rue Saint-Laurent (141)
Rue Craig (131)



Newspaper clippings, extracts from books or brochures, postcards, 
photographs taken by Massicotte

The collection



The oldest images: many engraved drawings taken notably 
from the Canadian Illustrated News



First photographs dated to the 1870s



É.-Z. Massicotte, his assistant and … the pair of scissors



Image cropped and annotated by É.-Z. Massicotte or his assistant

The annotations

Provenance

The address

The year



Geolocation interface for images from the Massicotte collection





Geolocation interface for images from the Massicotte collection





The geographical coverage of the images



The geographical 
coverage of the 
images



rue Saint-Denis



rue Sainte-Catherine



Les environs de 
l’Hôtel de ville



Localisation de bibliothèques à Montréal avant 1915



Location of 
theaters in 
Montreal before 
1915



Map search interface: home screen
https://numerique.banq.qc.ca/p/cartographie_massicotte.html

https://numerique.banq.qc.ca/p/cartographie_massicotte.html


Cartographic search interface: spatial filters



House where Massicotte was born in 1867 at the corner of Saint-Antoine and 
Cathedrale streets

Source: Google Map



Shop of the father of Edouard-Zotique
Massicotte, shoe merchant on rue 
Notre-Dame



New shot possibilities (from skyscrapers, grain elevators). Views that reflect the 
modernity of the city, the height of the buildings, the air pollution.



Boulevard Saint-Laurent in 1909 does 
not go to the port

19092022



Conventual ensemble of the Sisters of the Congrégation Notre-Dame,
photographed by Massicotte in 1911 before its destruction



Small frame workshop on 
boul. St-Laurent

La Presse, 19 mai 1910



Episcopal Palace, rue Saint-Denis, before and after the fire of 1852



Hôpital Notre-Dame, rue Notre-Dame



Orphanage Saint-Alexis, rue Saint-Denis at the corner of rue de Montigny 
(Maisonneuve)



Around the corner from Dorchester
Pharmacy J. Goulden



rue Notre-Dame, flood of 1886



Montreal City Hall
Inauguration, March 10, 1879



The old courthouse, rue Notre-Dame



Shamrock club lacrosse field (at the corner of Sainte-
Catherine and Atwater)



Sohmer park



Dominion park



Place 
Ville-Marie
in 2022



Rue Sainte-Monique, now defunct



Parisiana theater and cinema on Ste-Catherine street, 
1908



Crystal Palace, rue Ste-Catherine, between McGill College and University



John Murphy store (now the Simons store on 
Sainte-Catherine Street)



Saint-Jean-Baptiste Procession, Saint-Laurent Boulevard, 1894

Le Monde illustré. Photo J.-N. Laprés



Montrealers are taking 
the city by storm

Parade of workers on 
Labor Day, September 
1903



Montrealers are taking 
the city by storm

In 1912, thousands of 
Chinese celebrate the 
establishment of a republic 
in China by Sun-Yat-Sen



A few words in conclusion
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